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he concept of concepts suggests a history of disembodied ideas,
ideas with autonomous lives that grow, change, and wane as they
pass through the minds and texts that are the media, the agar, on
which tirey thrive. Indeed, the OED suggests a rapid movernent of the
person
meaning of concept,from a fleeting thought within the mild of a
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to an intellectual object, where the meaning stays today. The term was
first hg.oduced ifito English in the sixteenth century as a general reference
to an idea, a frame of mind, a fancy, or an opinion; within a century tt
came to be a philosophical and logical term, meaning "the product of the
faculty ofconception" and "an idea ofa class ofobjects" (760). Since
th"o, tirr word cincepr has pointed to an idea apart from people having
or using that idea.
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Concepts Disembodied and Reembodied
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No wonJer the concept of concepts should be of little interest to current
researchers in human sciences who examine local interaction and the
idiosyncrasy of individual consciousness located within particular
**,eot" of time, space, society, and economy. Also no wonder that the
mnce,pt of concepti raises suqoicions among cultural critics who note the
ptay oiidootogy, irrt"rot , and power in all our culturai productions" The
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of ideas is to them a story of the circulation of semiotic arbitraries
of culiural capi6l.Graxfirg autonomous status to concepts only mystifies
and reifies the power relations embedded in ideology. Within the
conternporary hurnan sciences, perhaps only psychology, with its return
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Concepts in Action: Knowledge as Linguistic Practice

from beh,avior to cqgnitive processes, provides a welcoming home for the
concept ofconcepts.
The concept of concepts seems out of step with current concern

for
social belief, local practices, knowledge in action, and pragmatism. it
seems too intellectualist for a time that questions the purely intellectual,
logical, and rational. After all didn't Wittgenstein do concepts in by
aryutng that words and the associated concepts don't have any stable and
idefitifiable meaning in themselves, that concepts cannot reside outside

of

practice and thus are nothing in themselves, that if we believe concepts
establish our knowledge of reality rve delude ourselves into aspiring to
epistemic onrnipotence, iltat concepts don't explain but only are counters
in language games and forms of life?

But just because concepts can't live on their orm, autonomous of
their deployment in human activity, does that mean they are dead? Or
does it mean we must track them down to their lair, in the practices in
which they are animated, in the practices in which they serve as symbolic
tools? It is this latter stratsgy I want to follow here, to look at concepts in
actiog to examine how concepts are tools for carrying out intellectual and
practical work. In such an approach the history of concepts in action
becomes closely tied to the history of practices of the fields wi&in which
conqts are deployed. The hiSory of concepts tlen offers a view into the
history ofthe intellectual operations carried out by symbolic manipulation
in pr.lrsuit of practical ends.
But before we engage in this quest to revive the concept of concepts
we need to caution ourselves that in pursuing conc€pts we will not at last
get at the true meaning of concepts, get at the practical essenc€ of ideas.
No, we will only be noting how different the deplol'rnents of concepts are
in diftrent circumstances, how different the intellectual practices are that
animate concepts. Noting, nonetheless, may enable us to adjust to and
engage in each of the practices-that is we can find out what we can use
cooceprts for in each domain and how to use them. By noting the practices
that concepts are used in, we are also in a better position to evaluate
which concepts to use in particular circumstances. But noting the
deployment of concepts in practices will not get us to a heart of meaning
of a concept or of a symbolic practice using that concept. W. e will just
notice better what we and others are doing with concepts.
We will pursue our noticing of concepts-in-practice with noticing
major differences in the ways the concept of myth tends to be used in
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ditr-erent disciplinary domains. This rough and dirt-v
survey will help us
see how conceptual terms not only are formally
dedned differentry in
different domains, but serve as different operators in different
syrnbolic

operations.

Myth

our

survey of the uses of the concept of mythdraws on a
series of
reference books, primarily from the Greenwood Dictionary
of concepts
series, but supplemented by several other paralrel works.
Such
terminological handboooks nominafly show how trre conceptual
term is
defined in each of a variety of fields, but they arso offer
clues as to the
way in which the term is used as part of a fieid of practices.

Myth, of course, has primary presence in classics and other
traditional language studies which include those narratives
we identi&, as
myths. In such areas the word, myth primarily refers to those spccific
concrgte texts, written anc oral, which are translated,
accounted for,
interpreted and otherwise conxnentr:d on as part of the
knou,ledge
production activity of those speciarties--preserving,
making accessibie
and accounting for objects in those ranguages and curtures
as *,eil as
those languages and cultures themselvcs. But the idea
of those texts and
thus the word myth has currency in at least four other conternporary
disciplinary formations-History, Anthroporogy, psychorogy
and Literary
Studies.

In lristory, according to the Dictionary of Concepts in History,
the
usage seems fairly limited, to rnvoke the kinds of accounts
of historical

gvents that predate legends, chronicres, and other more deveroped
historical accounts (193, 310). That is, myth is placed near
the beginning
of an wolutionary taxonomy of historicai accounts, and as such I given
only the most marginal. credence, ar&ough the circutration or popurarity
of certain mytlu at certai, periods is takenas warrantable fact
of cuitural
history' M)'th, then, is a term of low evaruation in reconstructing the
historical record.
In arfluopology, according tathe Dictionary of concepts in
Curturar
Anthropologt,the concept of mlth is usually inrolea ur pu.t
of a general

**rhlir*,

of a larger culturar system and accounting for the
by which the cultural life is enacted. As suctr, definiiions set myth
against
other kinds of traditional tellings such as histories and folk
taies and

lesclgtion
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Iegends, and then is accounted for in
some functionar or structuralist way
within the cult'al systenL life, and ritual
of the group which rehearses the

myths (192-197).
In some versions ofpsychology, particularly
those of an experimental
and behaviorist cas! the word *yrt ao".
noi circurate at ail, and so it
does not appear nthe Dicnonary of concepts
in Generar psychorogt.
Nor does it appear rnthe oxfori Companion to
the Mind,which has a
strong orientation to cognitive science
and philosophy.

tutyrt ,iorr.r.r,
is a conce,ptual randmark inttre more
ecrec:frc'Encyctopiaia
isychorogt

if

which comments that "in psychorogy my*rs
have been useful as a source
material ttrat enriches our undersu"oirg
of human uerrarior, us welr as
increasingthe validity of a psychorogicariheory
because it penetrates the
mystery and increases our understanding
of trrr myth,' ivoi z. ++t)
seryral psychoanalytic trreones of ttre orilin
and meanirg oipuni.rtu,
mytlu for the human psyche are then srmmirized.
Thus ol pryJt orogists

myths are data and evidence-in the form
of accounts of human
behavior-and puzzres-in the form of unusuar

psyche.

products of the human

In literary

studies, according to the Dictionary of
Concepts in
Literary Criticism and Theory, iyth
appears under tharub.,c of myth
criticism Q44-253). The emphasis is
on the interpretation oinoi-*ytt i.
texe that can be seen to echo myths in
an explicitry referentiai*"y, in *
implicit cultural patterning, or in a covert psychorlgicut
.*p..sriin or*
yderlyfu€ imaginative human coilective unconsciouiness (itserf
borrowed
f.rol-Julsian psychological uses of myth) That is, myrh, rather than
itself being explained, bicomes ..uour..'i,
e"pfairing ;th% uutfro.rO
"
texts-and thus becomes reconfigured
as part oimythic criticism.
In each of these fields, *ytt, i. located in different
texts and
utterances, different aspects of these
different utterances are
foregrounded, and tle so-rabeled myths
are onty attended to * purt or
different intellectual practices.

Mythic History
These issues of myth were brought
together for me many years ugo,

I was assigned to teach a geirerar-edu"uiion undergraduate

oih.,

titerature

@urse for predominantry business majors.
I was tordl was assigned the
because of my
in
Renaissance
Literature,
lrairung

"ou.rs:
period
the texts

dffiwhich

of ovi4 virgil, and Homer (but not the Greek
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Tragedians), were revived and widely circulated.
Actually the texts that are now counted among the transmitters of
classic mythology are a strange mixture of secular, religious, nationarist,
civic, wisdonq aesthetic, and other sorts of texts, arising at different times
in different social circumstances and providing a range of aesthetic and
communicative experiences. Frorn a modern perspective, the only thing

that makes them look at all as a single conceptual entity is their
canonization as myth, formed, curiously not by anthologies of primary

by modern retellings and encyclop.dias that provido
homogenized and rationalized pantheons of gods and lesser creatures
alorg with thek advemtures (such as the various Larousse encyclopedias,

texts, but

the textbook classical Mythologt by Morford and Lenardon, or
popular perennials Bullfinch, Graves, and Harnilton.)

rhe

As I found out. myth was not a concept that during the Renaissance
aggregated texts transmitting a body of stories. The vanous terts of
classic learning, telling and retolling traditionar stories, insofar as they
were given generic identification, were identified under the broad term
fable, meaning any tale. Mythos in Greek, moreover, maans only storv,

not distinguishing behveen the true and the false, the rcligious or
non-religious, the historic and the supematural, the national and the
personal. The modem literary category of myth, as quasi-religious stories
of the origins of a culture rather seems to have first apoeared in the
eighteenth centuq,and became common only in the njneteenth (Feidman

and Richardson). within the contexl of tire concepr af belles-lettres
developing simultaneously in Europe, the term Myth provided a
legitimated, but culturally distancing, literary anrJ academic space to
non-christian texts. That is, myhs were the stories embodying the
religious sentiments of those people who had not had the benefit of
christianity. [f their pagan origins could be clearry kept in mind, they
could be stud.ied safely and rvith moral benefit. Frorn this ue get the
modem usage ofml'th as a "false belief' or an "untrue justificatory tale."
In terms of practice, what does this mean'/ The concept myth was
invoked as a license and a containment. It was a iicense insofar as it
provided a culturai and academic location in which one could read, stucly.

and enjoy non-christian texts and more recent retelling of tales from
outside the bounds of christian doctrine. Not just the texts and tales
gainec t.he cover of myth, but the non-christian impuises expressed in
those x'orks, as revcaled in the victorian association of sexuaiity ana
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beauty with Greek mythology, as well as the impulse towards war and
pride, whose expression were limited in christian contexts. setting the
texts in a special category, while not proscribing their enjoyment, kepi
thern as something other and strange, something tobe considered only at
a distance, and perhaps only under the guidance ofproper learning and

cultural understanding. similarry, the radical politicai possibilities of
some of the texts bearing the myths, particularly the Gieek tragedies,
could also be contained within the cultural practices of the
socially-advantaged classes, particularly aft er the radical appropriation
of classical mlth in the American and French revolutions d-isplayed the
destabilizing dangers of pre-christian thought. Myth as a concept
assured that the enjoyment and interpretation of these te$s and
tales was
to be marked by their clear falsitv and bounded as a dominant-crass
cultural practice. Thus the enjoymeni of myth always rvas flavored b-vthe
taste of the illicit and pagan, a taste only regularh, available to tle
educated and most socially stabre classes, who presumably knew
horv to
enjoy such things rvithout being comrpted.
with the rise of nationalist sentiment, myth also became a category
allowing the recovery of pre-christian and mixed pagan-christian
materials of early northern European society. Germanic, celtic, viking,
Arthurian, and other tales and texts were taken as expressions of the
various folk that were now embodied in the natio^ of Errop.. The
concept of myth transformed to suggest that the primal tales
of a peopre
reflected their native genius and spirit, the spirit of a nation.
Such a
conce,pt of myth in tum provided a license for the broad
circulation of the
stories of each nation throughout alr levels of that society and its
schools,
thus making certain myths available in popular, rather tiran
elite, curture.
As imperial with non-European peoples provided knowledge
of non-European cultures and brought iuout widcr circulation of
non-European traditional stories, myth also becanre a rubric
for
circulating selected tqrcs and tales from Africa, south Asia, and
indigenous peoples of North America, arthough largely again
within
privileged circles. The primary circulation of these *rrf*
ir", *ong
scholars of such fields as philology, philosophy, anihropology,
and
theology. It is interesting to note that ctinese and Japanese traf,itional
tales, the products of cultures that retained some autonomy throughout
the

period of imperialism, have largery not been designated
* ,iyth, brt
rather tend to be cast under religion, legend, or folktale. Similarly
it is
interesting to note that Islamic religious iexts, as they are post-christian
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andarethus a rejection of an available Christian belief, have largely not
been brought into the canon of myth, and have been viewed irorc uu
heathen blasphemy than pagan, exotic myth.
while certain Europeans and Americaru might waader into the exotic

realms of fuian, African, and Native American myttr for reasons of,
aesthetics or personal quest, these boundaries remained well in place
through mid-t'xentieth cenhrry and shaped my own education. And they
also shaped tle ways in which various academic studies developed their
own practices of invoking m1th.

The classics deparhnent remains the primary academic home for
myttq but as the attention is on the detailed study of individual
texts and
language, and on the particurarities of curturar practices,
the concept of

!lt! and mythology tends to dissolve, except as a popurarization.
similarly the few depar&nents of African, East Asian, souitr asian, ana
Native American shrdies are the home of traditional texts and tales,
but
again rvirh a particularity that tends to dissolve the broad cultural
category of myth.
History, in discounting myths as bad proto_history, simply adopted
the false-story view ofthese cultural productions.
Hisecrical literary and art scholarship, in tracing the visible
marks of
non-christian tales on the cultural practices, untiivery recently largely
aftended to the reincamation of classic taies rvithin Renaissance,
iu.oqu.,
and Romantic rvorks of art, with some attention to the reappearance
of
nortlrem European tales within the literature and art of
the late eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. The "exotic mythologies,'were too
Jxotic to
their way much into mainline criticism of mainline curture,
laveworked
despite &e periodic cultural fads of chinoiserie and Japonoiserie,
and
despite the Asian spiritual quest of many European authors going
back at
least as far as the eighteenth century. only the recent p-ronri"nerce
of
multi-cultural lrteratures and arts in the last few decades has brought
about some concerted attention to the non-European sourccs of
contemporary cultural productions.
Anthropology, in granting curturar credibility to each of
tle curtures
it has studied, suspended the falseness doctrine along with the notion
of
cultural evolution towards western christian culture. It also dropped
some ofthe romantic notions attached to national genius.
Nonethelcsi, it
collected traditional and religious stories, identified as myths,
and took
seriously the role of those myths in the way of life. Theielativizing
of
culture and the concern with culture as an object of study turned
mvth
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into a kind of charter for sociery,
to be studied as a set of orienting
beriefs
with practical

consequences for a way of life.
Depth psychorogy concemed
*iin tr,. contents of the unconscious
draws on the
or myth as the repository of our naturar
"ie*
genius, although
yhg.pry.hofogy uriversai, **rr.rAirg national
boundaries. For them the a.ris,":ii*

ro'-ii.

*

impulses of aganerar

;;fi-#ffi"."tlHt,

po*our*ilJ.iihe

images,

natu.e of our individuar and
communal beings_even to
the point of Jung,s U.rrlryirg,fr.
myths of
the world with a mlrective
***iiour.- wir,. proscribed by much other
psychology, that would view
myth aimost as a curious human
behavior

needing psychological.r*pr*ution,
,*t view of myth ;;.k.d its way
back to literary studies, f"r th";;-;;;rars
and writers who felt that
literature tapped tlrose same
deep we[s of the **n..ior,
,rru,-rryrr, aia.
Mlthic criticism, in contrast to historicar
schorarship on mythic
l*ru.y
sources in riterafure, became
a way to e*plarn the deep pslchic
meaning
and function of texts. ny extension,'il,
,.o
perceived to tap these
sources gained the force of
myth.

Using Myth as a Curricular
Category

The notion that it was appropriate
to offer a university rever general
education, curfu rar-enri.rr**.ou^"
i","ytr, drew on both the curturar
bounding of these stories outside
,rr. cn

Romantic psychological valuation
of ,t

core of literature and,our personal
needed to find

**-1:r-.'various

ioi*

tradition and on the

rrJ.ro.i., as reaching to the very
u.i.gr. As a teacher or-titl*tu.., t
of

rex1s, cuttural practices
and academic inquiries some
";;;;;r,
resources
and orientation to create an
engaging reading an! writing.r"iro*lnt
for business students at best
marginallv interested. in a iequired
;;;;;r. I hoped to exercise

their
imaginations' extend their
curturar;;;;;r, and increase their range
of
literacy' I was arso trylng ,o ,.u.t
in u'*uy ,rru,
would not totally bomb.
"rirpro "ou.r"

-*

At first thinking ofmyth.

as a

body of beriefs embodied in stories,
I
turned to the modern schoiarry
*a
popui* comp,ations. I found
them
pale taxonomic representationr,
reiffig prots apart
o<prrssion and curtural power. gu[finch;;ihrriir* from their artistic
*o.-a.irrit ry no,
the way to go' Then,
r
in the Renaissance, I
thought

i** ** ut..}r,*ir.o

of looking at how ctasric sro.ie, *ortea
irt" .r"r.
recert culturar e4pression-but
ryii*"f
since the riterature ofthe
16th, r7th, and

G
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18th centur,, Europe were not part of the daily curturar landscape

of most
of my students, it seemed hardly likely that they rvould be engagcd in
exploring the roots of something they u,eren't concerned with. I do not
say this at all in a disparaging way. The students for many good reasons
did not affiliate with the cultural system of the upper-middle class
ducated white professional rn'orld and its cultural icons. we did ger sorne
arnusing *ileage out ofthe appearances of classic and northern European

myth in modem cartoons, comic books, and rnovies, as well as in the
statrrary and architecture of New York city, where we all lived. But this
provided only limited interest for us.
Given the bleakness of a direct assault on myth and the rnythic
sources of westem culture, it didn't take me long to rediscover the iicense
within the word rnyth to teach some of the classic texis that I founc more
interesting- Th e O dys s ey, S ophoclean tragedy, ar.d,,rhe Me t a m o rp h o s e s .
So the course became in part a version of classics in translation. But it
only took one glance at the class to realize that it was as appropriate to
tmshtheMwindo Epic and the Ramayana asthe orestja. Since this rvas
the early seventies, it seemed only natural to use rayth as a license to
explore the cultural backgrounds of the students and to explore the
diversitv of beliefs and tales that inhabited the u,orld. in trying to get
studefits totake the stories seriously I encouraged the students to suspend
the'hlse story" implication of mytll and rather to think uhat it would be
like to grow up hearing such stories.
Havi,g globalized the curriculum, it seemed only a natural move,
with enough transgression of expectations to keep the class lively, to then
teach selected books ofthe old and New Testament, along rvith other near
eastem texts like Gilgamesh, as part of the rnyths of the world. For my
orrn self-protectio4 I now had to insist on the total suspension of the truth
or falsity of myth and emphasize the impartiality of the Greek term
mythos-and to talk about ouiture as an environment of stories we were
sunounded with.
Given the relativist moves I was making towards literature and
culture, it seemed appropriate to explore with thc students rvhat
anthropology,had to say on the subject-but that bombcd. The diffrculty
of kvi-Snauss was only symptomatic of the problem of anthropologl,at
that time, keeping the cultures studied at a distance, as an other, to be
studied as an object. As a literature teacher I was seeking studcnt
engagement with the texts, not cultural distancing.
Jungtan archeqrpes, as frrout as they sounded to students, still made
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sense in the context of
engagement-to see how these
stories might reflect
issues in their lives
andlo* urey ,oight prorroe atrereit
kinds of
resources for seeing
themserves ana seeing
their
way
through
problems' Trickster, inoviauaiion,
rife

ano inimu-*i*i, irrteg.atio,
provided a vocaburary
trrat i,erfJ-srudents identify
rvith the texts.
In the Iast few years I tuugfrt
*t.
the
concept
of myth was
gening praty tu24,T
"ourr.,
;;;y;seryed
ro
identify
any text that
was an important part *.
of our.rrtu*r-#o.cape
and that herped frame our
self-concepturdrjgT, w,
stories of the Buddha to
Frankenstein and
orrt,
American Revotution and
the Long March of neuotutLr;;,";":
The,arious concepts of
myth *d th; various kinds
of work u,e r.ud
put those concepts to.were
mov*, ,; io*u.., what fiom the?trospect
of the 1990's *e n
shi .u,
srudies, but could atso
be described
u
and images that are part "fb;;;#;;,r,. *u, of life through rhe terts
of the .onrt*""tion of that
way of life. so norv
I have no more concep
t of myth. r J"r;ir*"*
what
a myth is. But I don,t
need to since I don't
teach
and
don,t need to justisr
the presence of any text

*rC

,,*;'iom
llsa,il;";;;;.

* ,*.ly ";;;:.oi"i.r*r,

+..qil *]li"r,
text as my*r. But still I
can..f.. ro u *ri"
It just deiena. on

on the syttauus o" to deverop

ti"-

a

wayto teach that

ffi# ; ffi?#,
within;;;;;. -' ;ffi :: ?#f;T T*,1

kh.

how concepts are used
Useful Concepts

where does this odvssey
ofthe concep t of mythreave
us with the concept
r.ol
ro rime and prace ro

ilffi::;::H,f**u

*''"Jr"i

t*.

aretheorogi;,;#'I.TJdi,"j:H:,,"',:Tfr
t!ffi:X*i
;;;rh;;;

j"I:

personal' we carurot,rnderstana
are in any time and
place until we have
some idea fr"*,fr.,
"oncepts
used
and
we only use words from
".. place, by whom, because
t{e t1
p]l*'i"
and from purpose to

frHxrrffff;Ht

,*",
tr'ut
'**.-*n..pt.

just sit in aictio;aries,

;iil; A;'ffi*ffiH1ffi:'fr:mnfiil#f

r"
lqr
activity with others who

find;";;;;;#useru.

X
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